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When this icon is highlighted, that indicates that you are on the Home Page.

These icons can be used to add photos, videos, and locations to your tweets.

The “Tweet” icon can be seen from every page.

This icon will bring you to your profile page.
Clicking the profile icon in the top left of the last screen will bring you to this page.

From here, choose “Profile” to see your profile page.

Your profile page will show your tweets, retweets and likes.
The search page will show you what topics are currently trending on Twitter and will allow you to search for people to follow.

Use the search bar to look for individuals or organizations to follow.

When this icon is highlighted, that indicates that you are on the Search Page.
In the Notification Center you will be able to see when other Twitter users like or retweet one of your tweets or tweets you were mentioned/tagged in.
Direct Message

Messages is similar to text messaging, here you can privately message one of your followers.

When this icon is highlighted, that indicates that you are in Messages.